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Abstract

A new method for solving output-feedback model predictive control (MPC) and moving
horizon estimation (MHE) problems simultaneously as a single min-max optimization problem
was recently proposed. This method allows for stability analysis of the joint output-feedback
control and estimation problem. In fact, under the main assumption that a saddle-point solution
exists for the min-max optimization problem as well as standard observability and controllability
assumptions, practical stability can be established in the presence of noise and disturbances. In
this paper we derive sufficient conditions for the existence of a saddle-point solution to this min-
max optimization problem. For the specialized linear-quadratic case, we show that a saddle-
point solution exists if the system is observable and weights in the cost function are chosen
appropriately. A numerical example is given to illustrate the effectiveness of this combined
control and estimation approach.

1 Introduction

Classical MPC has been a prominent control technique in academia and industrial applications
for decades because of its ability to handle complex multivariable systems and hard constraints.
MPC, which is classically formulated with state-feedback and involves the repeated solution of
an open-loop optimal control problem online in order to find a sequence of future control inputs,
has a well-developed theory as evidenced by [1–3], and has been shown to be effective in practice
[4]. However, with more efficient methods and continued theoretical work, more recent advances in
MPC include the incorporation of disturbances, uncertainties, faster dynamics, distributed systems,
and output-feedback.

Related to these advances is the recent work combining nonlinear output-feedback MPC with
MHE into a single min-max optimization problem [5]. This combined approach simultaneously
solves an MHE problem, which involves the repeated solution of a similar optimization problem
over a finite-horizon of past measurements in order to find an estimate of the current state [6, 7],
and an MPC problem. In order to be robust to “worst-case” disturbances and noise, this approach
involves the solution of a min-max optimization where an objective function is minimized with
respect to control input variables and maximized with respect to disturbance and noise variables,
similar to game-theoretic approaches to MPC considered in [8, 9].

The motivation for the combined MPC/MHE approach is proving joint stability of the combined
estimation and control problems, and the results in [5] guarantee boundedness of the state, bounds
on the tracking error for trajectory tracking problems, and practical stability in the presence of
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noise and disturbances. Besides standard assumptions regarding observability and controllability
of the nonlinear process, the main assumption required for these results to hold is that there exists
a saddle-point solution to the min-max optimization problem at every time step.

The analysis of the min-max problem that appears in the forward horizon of the combined
MPC/MHE approach is closely related to the analysis of two-player zero-sum dynamic games as
in [10] and to the dynamic game approach to H8 optimal control as in [11]. In these analyses the
control is designed to guard against the worst-case unknown disturbances and model uncertainties,
and in both of these references, saddle-point equilibria and conditions under which they exist are
analyzed. The problem proposed in [5] differs, however, in that a backwards finite horizon is also
considered in order to incorporate the simultaneous solution of an MHE problem, which also allows
the control to be robust to worst-case estimates of the initial state.

In this paper we derive conditions under which a saddle-point solution exists for the combined
MPC/MHE min-max optimization problem proposed in [5] and specialize those results for discrete
linear time-invariant (DLTI) systems and quadratic cost functions. We show that in the linear-
quadratic case, if the system is observable, simply choosing appropriate weights in the cost function
is enough to ensure that a saddle-point solution exists. A numerical example discussed at the
end of the paper shows that, even for unconstrained linear-quadratic problems, better regulation
performance may be achieved using this MPC/MHE approach with shorter finite horizons.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formulate the control problem and discuss
the main stability assumption regarding the existence of a saddle-point. In Section 3, we describe
a method that can be used to compute a saddle-point solution and give conditions under which
this method succeeds. A numerical example is presented in Section 4. Finally, we provide some
conclusions in Section 5.

2 Problem Formulation

As in [5], we consider the control of a time-varying discrete-time process of the form

xt�1 � ftpxt, ut, dtq, yt � gtpxtq � nt (1)

�t P Z
¥0, with state xt taking values in a set X � R

nx . The inputs to this system are the control
input ut that must be restricted to a set U � R

nu , the unmeasured disturbance dt that is known to
belong to a set D � R

nd , and the measurement noise nt P R
nn . The signal yt P Y � R

ny denotes
the measured output that is available for feedback. The control objective is to select the control
signal ut P U , �t P Z

¥0, so as to minimize a finite-horizon criterion of the form1

Jtpxt�L, ut�L:t�T�1, dt�L:t�T�1, yt�L:tq�

t�T�1
¸

k�t

ckpxk, ukq � qt�T pxt�T q �

ţ

k�t�L

ηkpnkq �

t�T�1
¸

k�t�L

ρkpdkq (2)

for worst-case values of the unmeasured disturbance dt P D, �t P Z
¥0 and the measurement noise

nt P R
nn , �t P Z

¥0. The functions ckp�q, ηkp�q, and ρkp�q in (2) are all assumed to take non-negative
values. One can view the terms ρtp�q and ηtp�q as measures of the likelihood of specific values for

1Given a discrete-time signal z : Z
¥0 Ñ R

n, and two times t0, t P Z
¥

0 with t0 ¤ t, we denote by zt0:t the sequence
tzt0 , zt0�1, . . . , ztu.
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dt and nt. Then, the negative signs in front of ρtp�q and ηtp�q penalize the maximizer for using low
likelihood values for the disturbances and noise (low likelihood meaning very large values for ρtp�q
and ηtp�q).

The optimization criterion includes T P Z
¥1 terms of the running cost ctpxt, utq, which recede

as the current time t advances, L� 1 P Z
¡1 terms of the measurement cost ηtpntq, and L�T P Z

¡1

terms of the cost on the disturbances ρtpdtq. We also include a terminal cost qt�T pxt�T q to penalize
the “final” state at time t� T .

Just as in a two-player zero-sum dynamic game, player 1 (the controller) desires to minimize
this criterion while player 2 (the noise and disturbance) would like to maximize it. This leads to a
control input that is designed for the worst-case disturbance input, measurement noise, and initial
state. This motivates the following finite-dimensional optimization

min
ût:t�T�1PU

max
x̂t�LPX ,d̂t�L:t�T�1PD

Jtpx̂t�L, ut�L:t�1, ût:t�T�1, d̂t�L:t�T�1, yt�L:tq. (3)

The measurement noise variables nt�L:t do not explicitly show up in (3) because they are not
independent optimization variables as they are uniquely defined by the remaining optimization
variables and the output equation (1). In this formulation, we use a control law of the form

ut � û�t , �t ¥ 0, (4)

where û�t denotes the first element of the sequence û�t:t�T�1
computed at each time t that minimizes

(3).
For the implementation of the control law (4), the outer minimizations in (3) must lead to finite

values for the optima that are achieved at specific sequences û�t:t�T�1
P U , t P Z

¥0. However, for
the stability results given in [5], we actually ask for the existence of a saddle-point solution to the
min-max optimization in (3) as follows:

Assumption 1 (Saddle-point [5, Assumption 1]). The min-max optimization (3) with cost given
as in (2) always has a saddle-point solution for which the min and max commute. Specifically, for
every time t P Z

¥0, past control input sequence ut�L:t�1 P U , and past measured output sequence
yt�L:t P Y, there exists a finite scalar J�t P R, an initial condition x̂�t�L P X , and sequences

û�t:t�T�1
P U , d̂�t�L:t�T�1

P D such that

J�t � Jtpx̂
�

t�L, ut�L:t�1, û
�

t:t�T�1, d̂
�

t�L:t�T�1, yt�L:tq

� max
x̂t�LPX ,d̂t�L:t�T�1PD

Jtpx̂t�L, ut�L:t�1, û
�

t:t�T�1
, d̂t�L:t�T�1, yt�L:tq (5a)

� min
ût:t�T�1PU

Jtpx̂
�

t�L, ut�L:t�1, ût:t�T�1, d̂
�

t�L:t�T�1
, yt�L:tq. (5b)

l

In general, J�t depends on the past control and outputs, so we can alternatively write
J�t put�L:t�1, yt�L:tq.

In the next section we derive conditions under which a saddle-point solution exists for the general
nonlinear case and then specialize those results for DLTI systems and quadratic cost functions.
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3 Main Results

Before presenting the main results, for convenience we define the following sets of time sequences
for the forward and backward horizons, respectively, T � tt, t�1, ..., t�T �1u and L� tt�L, t�

L� 1, ..., t � 1u and use them in the sequel.

3.1 Nonlinear systems

Theorem 1. (Existence of saddle-point)
Suppose there exist recursively computed functions Vkp�q, for all k P T , and Vjp�q, for all j P L,

such that for all yt�L:t P Y, and ut�L:t�1 P U ,

Vt�T pxt�T q� qt�T pxt�T q, (6a)

Vkpxkq� min
ûkPU

max
d̂kPD

�

lkpxk, ûk, d̂kq � Vk�1pxk�1q

�

� max
d̂kPD

min
ûkPU

�

lkpxk, ûk, d̂kq � Vk�1pxk�1q

�

, �k P T zt, (6b)

Vtpxt, ytq� min
ûtPU

max
d̂tPD

�

ltpxt, ût, d̂t, ytq � Vt�1pxt�1q

�

� max
d̂tPD

min
ûtPU

�

ltpxt, ût, d̂t, ytq � Vt�1pxt�1q

�

, (6c)

Vjpxj , uj:t�1, yj:tq� max
d̂jPD

�

ljpxj , uj , d̂j , yjq � Vj�1pxj�1, uj�1:t�1, yj�1:tq
�

, �j P Lzt� L, (6d)

Vt�Lput�L:t�1, yt�L:tq� max
x̂t�LPX ,d̂t�LPD

�

lt�Lpx̂t�L, ut�L, d̂t�L, yt�Lq

� Vt�L�1pxt�L�1, ut�L�1:t�1, yt�L�1:tq

�

, (6e)

where

lkpxk, ûk, d̂kq � ckpxk, ûkq � ρkpd̂kq, k P T zt, (7a)

ltpxt, ût, d̂t, ytq � ctpxt, ûtq � ηtpntq � ρtpd̂tq, (7b)

ljpxj , uj , d̂j , yjq � �ηjpnjq � ρjpd̂jq, j P L. (7c)

Then the solutions û�k, d̂
�

k, d̂
�

j , and x̂�t�L defined as follows, for all k P T and j P L, satisfy the
saddle-point Assumption 1.

û�k � arg min
ûkPU

max
d̂kPD

�

lkpxk, ûk, d̂k, ykq � Vk�1pxk�1q

�

, (8a)

d̂�k � arg max
d̂kPD

min
ûkPU

�

lkpxk, ûk, d̂k, ykq � Vk�1pxk�1q

�

, (8b)

d̂�j � arg max
d̂jPD

�

ljpxj, uj , d̂j , yjq � Vj�1pxj�1, uj�1:t�1, yj�1:tq

�

, (8c)

x̂�t�L � arg max
x̂t�LPX

�

lt�Lpx̂t�L, ut�L, d̂t�L, yt�Lq � Vt�L�1pxt�L�1, ut�L�1:t�1, yt�L�1:tq

�

. (8d)

Moreover, the saddle-point value is equal to J�t put�L:t�1, yt�L:tq � Vt�Lput�L:t�1, yt�L:tq. l
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Proof. We begin by proving equation (5b) in Assumption 1. Let û�k be defined as in (8a), and
let ûk be another arbitrary control input. To prove optimality, we need to show that the latter
trajectory cannot lead to a cost lower than the former. Since Vkpxkq satisfies (6b) and û�k achieves
the minimum in (6b), for every k P T zt,

Vkpxkq � min
ûkPU

�

lkpxk, ûk, d̂
�

kq � Vk�1pxk�1q

�

� lkpxk, û
�

k, d̂
�

kq � Vk�1pxk�1q. (9)

However, since ûk does not necessarily achieve the minimum, we also have that

Vkpxkq � min
ûkPU

�

lkpxk, ûk, d̂
�

kq � Vk�1pxk�1q

�

¤ lkpxk, ûk, d̂
�

kq � Vk�1pxk�1q. (10)

Summing both sides of (9) from k � t� 1 to k � t� T � 1, we conclude that

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

Vkpxkq �

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

lkpxk, û
�

k , d̂
�

kq �

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

Vk�1pxk�1q

ðñ

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

Vkpxkq �

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

Vk�1pxk�1q �

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

lkpxk, û
�

k , d̂
�

kq

ðñ Vt�1pxt�1q �

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

lkpxk, û
�

k, d̂
�

kq.

Next, summing both sides of (10) from k � t� 1 to k � t� T � 1, we conclude that

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

Vkpxkq ¤

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

lkpxk, ûk, d̂
�

kq �

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

Vk�1pxk�1q

ðñ

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

Vkpxkq �

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

Vk�1pxk�1q ¤

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

lkpxk, ûk, d̂
�

kq

ðñ Vt�1pxt�1q ¤

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

lkpxk, ûk, d̂
�

kq,

from which we conclude that

Vt�1pxt�1q �

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

lkpxk, û
�

k, d̂
�

kq ¤

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

lkpxk, ûk, d
�

kq. (11)

Similarly, since Vtpxt, ytq satisfies (6c) and û�t achieves the minimum in (6c), we can conclude
that

Vtpxt, ytq � ltpxt, û
�

t , d̂
�

t , ytq � Vt�1pxt�1q ¤ ltpxt, ût, d̂
�

t , ytq � Vt�1pxt�1q. (12)

Then from (11) and (12), we conclude that

Vtpxt, ytq � ltpxt, û
�

t , d̂
�

t , ytq �

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

lkpxk, û
�

k , d̂
�

kq ¤ ltpxt, ût, d̂
�

t , ytq �

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

lkpxk, ûk, d
�

kq. (13)
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Next, since Vjpxj , uj:t�1, yj:tq satisfies (6d) and d̂�j achieves the maximum in (6d), we can conclude
that

Vjpxj , uj:t�1, yj:tq � ljpxj , uj , d̂
�

j , yjq � Vj�1pxj�1, uj:t�1, yj:tq. (14)

Summing both sides of (14) from j � t� L� 1 to j � t� 1, and using (13), we conclude that

t�1
¸

j�t�L�1

Vjpxj, uj:t�1, yj:tq �

t�1
¸

j�t�L�1

ljpxj , uj , d̂
�

j , yjq �

t�1
¸

j�t�L�1

Vj�1pxj�1, uj:t�1, yj:tq

ðñ Vt�L�1pxt�L�1, ut�L�1:t�1, yt�L�1:tq �

t�1̧

j�t�L�1

ljpxj, uj , d̂
�

j , yjq � Vtpxt, ytq

ðñ Vt�L�1pxt�L�1, ut�L�1:t�1, yt�L�1:tq �

t�1
¸

j�t�L�1

ljpxj , uj , d̂
�

j , yjq � ltpxt, û
�

t , d̂
�

t , ytq

�

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

lkpxk, û
�

k, d̂
�

kq ¤

t�1̧

j�t�L�1

ljpxj , uj , d̂
�

j , yjq � ltpxt, ût, d̂
�

t , ytq �

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

lkpxk, ûk, d̂
�

kq.

Finally, from this and the facts that Vt�Lput�L:t�1, yt�L:tq satisfies (6e) and d̂�t�L and x̂�t�L achieve
the maximum in (6e), we can conclude that

Vt�Lput�L:t�1, yt�L:tq � lt�Lpx̂
�

t�L, ut�L, d̂
�

t�L, yt�Lq � Vt�L�1pxt�L�1, ut�L�1:t�1, yt�L�1:tq

�

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

lkpxk, û
�

k , d̂
�

kq � ltpxt, û
�

t , d̂
�

t , ytq �

t�1̧

j�t�L�1

ljpxj , uj , d̂
�

j , yjq � lt�Lpx̂
�

t�L, ut�L, d̂
�

t�L, yt�Lq

¤

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

lkpxk, ûk, d̂
�

kq � ltpxt, ût, d̂
�

t , ytq �

t�1̧

j�t�L�1

ljpxj, uj , d̂
�

j , yjq � lt�Lpx̂
�

t�L, ut�L, d̂
�

t�L, yt�Lq.

Therefore û�k is a minimizing policy, for all k P T , and (5b) is satisfied with J�t put�L:t�1, yt�L:tq �

Vt�Lput�L:t�1, yt�L:tq.
To prove (5a), let d̂�k be defined as in (8b), d̂�j be defined as in (8c), and let d̂k and d̂j be other

arbitrary disturbance inputs. Similarly, let x̂�t�L be defined as in (8d), and let x̂t�L be another ar-
bitrary initial condition. Then, since Vkpxkq satisfies (6b), Vtpxt, ytq satisfies (6c), Vjpxj , uj:t�1, yj:tq

satisfies (6d), and d̂�k achieves the maximum in (6b), d̂�t achieves the maximum in (6c), and d̂�j
achieves the maximum in (6d), we can use a similar argument as in the proof of (5b) to conclude
that

Vt�L�1pxt�L�1, ut�L�1:t�1, yt�L�1:tq �

t�1
¸

j�t�L�1

ljpxj , uj , d̂
�

j , yjq � ltpxt, û
�

t , d̂
�

t , ytq

�

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

lkpxk, û
�

k , d̂
�

kq ¥

t�1
¸

j�t�L�1

ljpxj , uj , d̂j , yjq � ltpxt, û
�

t , d̂t, ytq �

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

lkpxk, û
�

k , d̂kq.

Finally, from (6e), (8c), and (8d), we have

Vt�Lput�L:t�1, yt�L:tq � max
x̂t�LPX

max
d̂t�LPD

�

lt�Lpx̂t�L, ut�L, d̂t�L, yt�Lq
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� Vt�L�1pxt�L�1, ut�L:t�1, yt�L:tq
�

� lt�Lpx̂
�

t�L, ut�L, d̂
�

t�L, yt�Lq � Vt�L�1pxt�L�1, ut�L:t�1, yt�L:tq

¥ lt�Lpx̂t�L, ut�L, d̂
�

t�L, yt�Lq � Vt�L�1pxt�L�1, ut�L:t�1, yt�L:tq,

and

Vt�Lput�L:t�1, yt�L:tq � lt�Lpx̂
�

t�L, ut�L, d̂
�

t�L, yt�Lq � Vt�L�1pxt�L�1, ut�L:t�1, yt�L:tq

¥ lt�Lpx̂
�

t�L, ut�L, d̂t�L, yt�Lq � Vt�L�1pxt�L�1, ut�L:t�1, yt�L:tq.

Then, (5a) follows because

Vt�Lput�L:t�1, yt�L:tq � lt�Lpx̂
�

t�L, ut�L, d̂
�

t�L, yt�Lq � Vt�L�1pxt�L�1, ut�L�1:t�1, yt�L�1:tq

�

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

lkpxk, û
�

k , d̂
�

kq � ltpxt, û
�

t , d̂
�

t , ytq �

t�1̧

j�t�L

ljpxj , uj , d̂
�

j , yjq � lt�Lpx̂
�

t�L, ut�L, d̂
�

t�L, yt�Lq

¥

t�T�1
¸

k�t�1

lkpxk, û
�

k , d̂kq � ltpxt, û
�

t , d̂t, ytq �

t�1
¸

j�t�L�1

ljpxj , uj , d̂j , yjq � lt�Lpx̂t�L, ut�L, d̂t�L, yt�Lq.

Therefore d̂�k , for all k P T , and d̂�j , for all j P L, are maximizing policies, x̂�t�L is a maximizing
policy, and (5a) is satisfied with J�t put�L:t�1, yt�L:tq � Vt�Lput�L:t�1, yt�L:tq. Thus, Assumption 1
is satisfied. l

Next we specialize these results for DLTI systems and quadratic cost functions.

3.2 LTI systems and quadratic costs

Consider the following discrete linear time-invariant system, for all t P Z
¥0,

xt�1 � Axt �But �Ddt, yt � Cxt � nt, (15)

with xt P X � R
nx, ut P U � R

nu, dt P D � R
nd , nt P N � R

nn , and yt P Y � R
ny . Also consider

the quadratic cost function

Jtpxt�L, ut�L:t�T�1, dt�L:t�T�1, yt�L:tq�

t�T�1
¸

k�t

�

x1kQxk � λuu
1

kuk
�

� x1t�TQxt�T

�

ţ

k�t�L

λnpyk � Cxkq
1

pyk �Cxkq �

t�T�1
¸

k�t�L

λdd
1

kdk (16)

where Q � Q1

¥ 0 is a weighting matrix, and λu, λd, λn are positive constants that can be tuned
to impose “soft” constraints on the variables xk, uk, dk, and nk, respectively, or to increase or
decrease the penalty for choosing low likelihood values for the disturbances and noise. The positive
scalar weights λu, λd, and λn could be replaced with positive-definite matrices, and the following
results would still hold with minor adjustments. We use λu, λd, and λn here for simplicity.

Again, the control objective is to solve for a control input u�t that minimizes the criterion (16)
in the presence of the worst-case disturbance d�t and initial state x�t�L. This motivates solving the
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optimization problem (3) with the cost given as in (16) subject to the dynamics given in (15). Then
the control input as defined in (4) is selected and applied to the plant.

The following Theorem gives conditions under which a saddle-point solution exists for problem
(3) with cost (16), thereby satisfying Assumption 1, as well as a description of the resulting saddle-
point solution.

Theorem 2. (Existence of saddle-point for linear systems with quadratic costs) Let Mk and Λk,
for all k P T , and Pj and Zj, for all j P L, be matrices of appropriate dimensions defined by2

Mk � Q�A1Mk�1Λ
�1

k
A; Mt�T � Q, (17a)

Λk � I �
� 1

λu

BB1

�

1

λd

DD1

	

Mk�1, (17b)

Pj � A1Pj�1A�A1Pj�1DZ�1

j D1Pj�1A� λnC
1C;

Pt �Mt � λnC
1C, (17c)

Zj � λdI �D1Pj�1D. (17d)

Then, if the following conditions are satisfied,

λuI �B1Mk�1B ¡ 0, (18a)

λdI �D1Mk�1D ¡ 0, (18b)

λdI �D1Pj�1D ¡ 0, (18c)
�

λnC
1C �A1Pt�L�1A �A1Pt�L�1D

�D1Pt�L�1A λdI �D1Pt�L�1D

�

¡ 0, (18d)

the min-max optimization (3) with quadratic costs (16) subject to the linear dynamics (15) admits
a unique saddle-point solution that satisfies Assumption 1. l

Proof. This proof shows that for the linear system (15) and quadratic cost function (16), there exist
solutions as in (8) that satisfy functions as in (6), and therefore, a saddle-point exists by Theorem
1.

In this linear-quadratic case, the functions (6) can be solved for explicitly, beginning with
Vt�T�1p�q, then Vt�T�2p�q, etc., and continuing recursively backwards in time until Vt�L, by recog-
nizing that, for all k P T and j P L,

qt�T pxt�T q� x1t�TQxt�T ,

ckpxk, ûkq� x1kQxk � λuû
1

kûk,

ρkpd̂kq� �λdd̂
1

kd̂k,

ρjpd̂jq� �λdd̂
1

j d̂j,

ηjpnjq� �λnpy � Cxjq
1

py �Cxjq

and then computing the solutions to (6). This results in functions Vkp�q and Vjp�q, for all k P T

and j P L, given as follows

Vt�T pxt�T q � x1t�TQxt�T , (19a)

2I denotes the identity matrix with appropriate dimensions.
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Vkpxkq � x1kMkxk, �k P T zt, (19b)

Vtpxt, ytq � x1tPtxt, (19c)

Vjpxj , yj:t, uj:t�1q � x1jPjxj � 2w1jxj � cj , �j P Lzt� L, (19d)

Vt�Lpyt�L:t, ut�L:t�1q � w1t�LP
�1

t�Lwt�L � 2w1t�LP
�1

t�Lwt�L � ct�L, (19e)

where the vectors wj , for all j P L, are defined by

wj � A1R1jpPj�1Buj � wj�1q � λnC
1yj;

wt � λnC
1yt,

with the matrices Rj and scalars cj defined by

Rj � I �DZ�1

j D1Pj�1,

cj � w1j�1DZ�1

j D1wj�1 � λny
1

jyj � cj�1 � pu1jB
1Pj�1 � 2w1j�1qRjBuj;

ct � �λny
1

tyt.

Then conditions (18) come directly from the second-order conditions for strict-convexity/concavity
of a quadratic function. Specifically, for the quadratic cost (16), the costs lkp�q, ltp�q, and ljp�q in
(6) are given as

lkpxk, ûk, d̂kq� x1kQxk � λuû
1

kûk � λdd̂
1

kd̂k, k P T zt, (20a)

ltpxt, ût, d̂t, ytq� x1tQxt � λuû
1

tût � λnn
1

tnt � λdd̂
1

td̂t, (20b)

ljpxj , uj , d̂j , yjq� �λnn
1

jnj � λdd̂
1

j d̂j, j P L, (20c)

and condition (18a) comes from computing the Hessian matrix (the matrix of second-order partial
derivatives) of lkpxk, ûk, d̂kq�Vk�1pf pxk, ûk, d̂kqq with respect to ûk as well as the Hessian matrix of
ltpxt, ût, d̂tq �Vt�1pf pxt, ût, d̂tqq with respect to ût and requiring these Hessian matrices to be posi-
tive definite. Similarly, condition (18b) comes from computing the Hessian matrix of lkpxk, ûk, d̂kq�
Vk�1pf pxk, ûk, d̂kqq with respect to d̂k as well as the Hessian matrix of ltpxtût, d̂tq�Vt�1pf pxt, ût, d̂tqq

with respect to d̂t and requiring these Hessian matrices to be negative definite. Condition (18c)
comes from computing the Hessian matrix of ljpxj, uj , d̂jq � Vj�1pf pxj, uj , d̂jq, uj:t�1, yj:tq with re-

spect to d̂j and requiring it to be negative definite. Finally, condition (18d) comes from computing

the Hessian matrix of lt�Lpx̂t�L, ut�L, d̂t�Lq�Vt�L�1pf px̂t�L, ut�L, d̂t�Lq, ut�L:t�1, yt�L:tq with re-
spect to rx̂1t�L d̂1t�Ls

1 and requiring it to be negative definite. Therefore, if conditions (18) are
satisfied, the optimization (3) with cost (16) is strictly convex with respect to ût:t�T�1 and is
strictly concave with respect to d̂t�L:t�T�1 and x̂t�L, and therefore, the functions (19) satisfy the
equations in (6). Thus a saddle point solution exists because of Theorem 1.

In this case, the solutions (8) can be found analytically and are given by

û�k � �

1

λu

B1Mk�1Λ
�1

k
Ax�k, (21a)

d̂�k �
1

λd

D1Mk�1Λ
�1

k
Ax�k, (21b)

d̂�j � Z�1

j D1

pPj�1pAxj �Bujq � wj�1q, (21c)

x̂�t�L � �P�1

t�Lwt�L, (21d)
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where the corresponding state trajectory is determined from

x�k�1
� Λ�1

k Ax�k, (22a)

x�j�1
� RjpAx

�

j �Bujq �DZ�1

j D1wj�1, (22b)

x�t�L � x̂�t�L. (22c)

The state trajectory (22) is found by plugging the saddle-point solutions (21) into the dynamics
(15). Finally, as a consequence of the argument in the proof of Theorem 1, the corresponding
saddle-point value is

J�t pyt�L:t, ut�L:t�1q � Vt�Lpyt�L:t, ut�L:t�1q.

l

Remark 1. For times k P T zt, the result given in Theorem 2 is very close to the result derived in [10]
for the affine-quadratic two-person zero-sum game because the equations (6a) and (6b) equivalently
describe a linear-quadratic two-person zero-sum game.

Corollary 1. If the discrete-time linear time-invariant system given in (15) is observable, then the
scalar weights λn and λd can be chosen sufficiently large such that the conditions (18a)-(18d) are
satisfied. Therefore, according to Theorem 2, there exists a saddle-point solution for the optimiza-
tion problem (3) with cost (16). Therefore, also, Assumption 1 is satisfied. l

Proof. Condition (18a) is trivially satisfied for all k P T as long as we choose λu ¡ 0 and weighting
matrix Q ¥ 0 because Q ¥ 0 ùñ Mk ¥ 0,�k P T . 3

Condition (18b) is satisfied if the scalar weight λd is chosen sufficiently large. To show this,
we take the limit of the sequence of matrices Mk, as given in (17a), as λd Ñ 8 and notice that
Mk Ñ M̄k, where M̄k is described by

M̄k � Q�A1pM̄k�1rI �
1

λu

BB1M̄k�1s
�1
qA;

M̄t�T �Mt�T ,

for all k P T . Then, as λd Ñ8, λd is greater than the largest eigenvalue ofD1M̄t�1D, and therefore,
condition (18b) is satisfied when λd is chosen sufficiently large.

Next we prove that conditions (18c) and (18d) are satisfied, for all j P L, when λn and λd are
chosen sufficiently large and the system (15) is observable. We first take the limit of the sequence
of matrices Pj , as given in (17c), as λd Ñ8 and notice that Pj Ñ P̄j where P̄j is described by

P̄j � �λnΘ
1

jΘj �A
1t�jM̄tA

t�j ,

for all j P LY t, and Θj is defined as

Θj � rC 1 A1C 1 A
1

2C 1 . . . A
1t�jC 1

s

1.

The matrix Θj looks similar to the observability matrix, and therefore, Θ1jΘj ¡ 0 if the system
given in (15) is observable.

3Note that Mk �M 1

k due to the fact that Q � Q1 and the matrix identity in [12] which says that ApI �BAq�1
�

pI �ABq�1A.
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Then, the scalar weight λn can be chosen large enough to ensure that λnΘ
1

jΘj ¡ A
1t�jM̄tA

t�j ,

for all j P L. It then follows that P̄j   0 for all j P L. Therefore, condition (18c) becomes
λdI � D1P̄j�1D ¡ 0 in the limit as λd Ñ 8 and is trivially satisfied if system (15) is observable
and λn is chosen sufficiently large.

Finally, consider condition (18d). Using the Schur Complement, condition (18d) is satisfied if,
and only if,

λdI �D1Pt�L�1D ¡ 0

and

λnC
1C �A1Pt�L�1A�A1Pt�L�1DpλdI �D1Pt�L�1Dq

�1D1Pt�L�1A ¡ 0.

We just proved that λdI �D1Pt�L�1D ¡ 0 if the system (15) is observable and the weights λd and
λn are chosen sufficiently large. Then, in the limit as λd Ñ8, the second inequality becomes

λnC
1C �A1P̄t�L�1A ¡ 0.

Therefore, if the system (15) is observable, λn can be chosen sufficiently large such that this
inequality is satisfied, and therefore, condition (18d) is satisfied. l

4 Simulation

Various choices for the parameters in the cost function (16) lead to different control inputs that
may all satisfy the saddle-point assumption but that produce very different closed-loop performance.
For instance, there are examples for which a short finite-horizon approach performs better than
a quasi-infinite-horizon approach even for unconstrained linear-quadratic problems. Specifically,
better disturbance attenuation can be achieved for the following unconstrained linear-quadratic
example, where the system is subjected to impulsive disturbances, using the combined MPC/MHE
approach with shorter finite-horizon lengths.

Example 1. (Stabilizing a riderless bicycle.) Consider the following second order continuous-time
linearized bicycle model in state-space form:

9xt � Axt �Bput � dtq, yt � Cxt � nt (23)

The state is given by xt �
�

φ δ 9φ 9δ
�

1

where φ is the roll angle of the bicycle, δ is the steering

angle of the handlebars, and 9φ and 9δ are the corresponding angular velocities. The control input
ut is the steering torque applied to the handlebars. The matrices defining the linearized dynamics
are, as described in [13],

A �

�

�

�

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

13.67 0.225 � 1.319v2 �0.164v �0.552v
4.857 10.81 � 1.125v2 3.621v �2.388v

�

�

�

,

B �

�

�

�

0
0

�0.339
7.457

�

�

�

, C �

�

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

�

,
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where v is the bicycle’s forward velocity. Only the roll and steering angles (and not their corre-
sponding angular velocities) are measured and available for feedback. In this example, we fix the
forward velocity at v � 2 m/s, which results in an unstable system, and discretize the system using
a 0.1 second zero-order-hold.

The control objective is to stabilize the bicycle in the upright position, i.e. around a zero roll
angle (φ � 0), by applying a steering torque to the handlebars. The disturbance dt acts on the
input and can be thought of as jolting the steering due to sharp bumps in the bicycle’s path or
similar environmental perturbations. We solve this problem by solving the optimization given in
(3) with cost (16) at each time t and apply the resulting û�t as the control input. The measurement
noise is a random variable nt � N p0, 0.0012q. The disturbance dt is nominally a random variable
dt � N p0, 0.012q but with occasional large, impulsive values.

Because the system (23) is observable, we are able to choose λd and λn so that conditions
(18) are satisfied. Therefore, a saddle-point solution to (3) with cost (16) exists for the riderless
bicycle example according to Theorem 2. However, conditions (18) are only sufficient conditions
and may lead to unnecessarily conservative weights. In this example, it is possible to achieve
better performance by choosing weights that do not satisfy conditions (18) but that still ensure the
existence of a saddle-point which can be verified numerically.

In this example, we compare results for long horizon lengths (L � T � 200) to results for
short horizon lengths (L � 2, T � 7) and tune the weights λd and λn in order to achieve the best
performance as determined by minimizing the tracking error }φ}. Table 1 shows four simulation
scenarios. Rows #1 and #2 of Table 1 show the weights λd and λn that satisfy the conditions (18)
and provide the best performance for both the long and short horizon lengths. Rows #3 and #4
of Table 1 show the best possible weights λd and λn for performance that still ensure the existence
of a saddle-point (verified numerically) but that do not satisfy the conditions (18). For all four
scenarios, the weighting matrix Q in the cost (16) is chosen as a 4x4 matrix with the element in
upper left corner equal to one and all other elements equal to zero, and λu is chosen as 0.001.

Table 1: Tuning Parameters and Performance

L T λd λn }φ} [deg] }u} [Nm]

#1 200 200 1500 107 29.0 19.3
#2 2 7 90 107 27.1 19.2
#3 200 200 0.02 15000 22.1 18.0
#4 2 7 0.002 15000 14.6 35.5

Figure 1 shows results for the scenarios in rows #3 and #4 of Table 1. The top plot shows
the measured output φ, the middle plot shows the measured output δ, and the bottom plot shows
the applied control input u� as well as the true disturbance d that is the same for all four of the
scenarios in Table 1.

The control input computed using the shorter horizons is able to regulate the roll angle φ

back to zero without as much oscillation as the control input computed using the longer horizons.
This is because a larger λd is required with long horizons to satisfy the saddle-point assumption
while a smaller λd can be used with short horizons. In this case, a smaller λd results in a less
conservative control input that better attenuates the large impulsive disturbances. Therefore, it
may be beneficial to use the finite-horizon MPC/MHE approach over other standard infinite-horizon
control techniques for particular types of unconstrained linear-quadratic problems.
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Figure 1: Comparing results for longer horizons (red o’s) versus shorter horizons (blue *’s) with
weights given in rows #3 and #4 of Table 1.

5 Conclusion

We discussed the main assumption that a saddle-point solution exists for a new approach to solving
MPC and MHE problems simultaneously as a single min-max optimization problem as proposed in
[5]. First we gave conditions for the existence of a saddle-point solution when considering a general
discrete-time nonlinear system and a general cost function. Next we specialized those results for
DLTI systems and quadratic cost functions. For this case, we showed that observability of the linear
system and large weights λd and λn in the cost function are sufficient conditions for a saddle-point
solution to exist.

We showed the effectiveness of this control approach in a numerical example of a linearized rid-
erless bicycle system subjected to impulsive disturbances and illustrated the importance of carefully
choosing tuning parameters in order to achieve desirable performance.
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